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BIGGIN HILL 
No. of Scouts: 5 
Equipment: 2 chairs 
Scouts one and two are flying home. 
Scout One: That was a great day out in France, exploring the battlefields. It's a great flight 
too; we've already crossed the Channel. 
Scout Two: We've certainly brought back rather a lot of stuff. I'm beginning to feel that 
we're overloaded. Especially with all those World War Two hand grenades. What are you 
going to do with them? 
Scout One: They would be good for a wide game. I don't think they're live! Let's get this 
thing landed and we can go and join the other leaders at the scout camp. 
Scout Two: We're going to be flying over it in a minute aren't we? 
Scout One: If we're lucky; we're losing height. Chuck something out. 
Scout Two: All I have is my apple core and banana skin. 
Scout One: CHUCK THEM OUT! 
Scout Two: We're still losing height! Chuck out your grenades. 
Scout One: Okay; it looks like I'll have to. 
Scout Two: That's better; that's stabilised things. Now let's get this landed at Biggin Hill. It's 
just as well you ditched the grenades. I don't think you would have got them through 
security; you know what they're like down here. 
Scout One: We're cleared to land. (Scouts one and two climb out and leave the stage before 
returning.) 
Scout One: It's good to be here. I love this scout camp. But where is everybody? 
Scout Two (as scout three walks on): Here comes someone. Oh my goodness, what's she 
done to herself? Are you okay? 
Scout Three: Sort of. Not that long ago I was sitting on the grass when I was hit by a flying 
object. I don't know what it was. The only thing nearby was an apple core. I was concussed 
so Skip took me up to the hospital where they put this bandage on me to protect the 
bruising. 
Scout One (as scout four walks on): And what have you done to yourself? 
Scout Four: We're always being told to clear up after ourselves but someone wasn't 
listening; they left a banana skin in the car park. I slipped on it and I've broken my leg. 
Scout Two: That's dreadful. But what's happened to [Name]? 
Scout Five (comes on with some mud on her face): It was such fun! I had just gone in the 
outside toilets for a number two. I did a great big fart and then there was a huge explosion 
and now I've blown the place up!


